
This People and Organisation Development Strategic Framework was developed as a part-

nership arrangement between the LGSC, SOLACE and PPMA, in consultation with key 

stakeholders, including, the 26 district councils, the Northern Ireland Local Government As-

sociation (NILGA), the Department of the Environment (DOE) and the Trade Unions.  It pro-

vides a common platform for workforce development across the local government sector 

and supports individual councils in achieving their objectives as detailed in their Corporate 

Plans.  Further details on the Strategic Framework are available at www.lgsc.org.uk/

new-initiatives/people-and-od-strategic-framework/ 
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The six Strategic Pillar Working Groups have continued to meet on a regular basis 
and their progress is detailed below. 

Leadership 
Goal: Local government will be led by        
courageous, innovative, ambitious and       
proactive leaders at all levels who inspire   
others to maximise their potential in a strong 
and dynamic local government sector. 
 
Progress: The Working Group is developing a 
Leadership Capability Framework through a 
programme of engagement with key stakehold-
ers.  The Framework will include a pathway of 
progression through a number of levels or 
‘gateways’ and a range of assessment and   
development tools.  This will be presented at 
the HR/Reform Conference in January 2014. 
 

Performance Culture 
Goal: Local government will create an        
environment where, individual, team and  
council goals are aligned; individuals will    
receive continuous development and feedback 
on performance and will be recognised for   
excellence in service delivery. 
 
Progress: The Working Group has completed 
its research phase and has developed a      
specification to enable a simple, flexible       
Performance Culture Model for use in councils 
to be drafted and presented at the Conference 
in December, and tested thereafter. 
 

Employee Relations 
Goal: Local government will establish an 
agreed Employee Relations Framework and 
environment that delivers results, enables 
change to happen smoothly at sector and 
council level and provides consistency. 
 
Progress: A high level model for an IR Frame-
work post reform in 2015 was issued for       
discussion with councils and other stakehold-
ers in April.  The model was well received and 
work is now under way to develop further     
details of how the new Framework could work 
in practice. 

Pay & Reward 
Goal: Local government will ensure the        
effective management of Pay and Reward 
across the sector to support achievement of a 
flexible, motivated workforce. 
 
Progress: Details of a workforce database project 
are being developed to provide a comprehensive 
basis for analysis across councils.  A new vision 
for a unified pay and reward framework for local 
government post reform has been set out and 
this will be further developed through             
comparison with identified good practice. 

 
Talent Management 
Goal: Local government will create the culture, 
systems and processes which ensure the right 
people with the right capabilities are in the right 
place at the right time to develop and support a 
strong and dynamic sector. 
 
Progress: The Working Group is evaluating a 
number of talent management tools and          
considering how they could be adapted for use in 
the sector.  This Group has been amalgamated 
with the Leadership Working Group to             
develop the linkages between the management of 
talent in the sector and the development of      
existing and future leaders. 

 
Learning Organisation 
Goal: Local government will create a learning              
environment where leaders equip individuals to 
take  ownership of their learning and             
development needs which supports their      
performance in delivering excellent service. 
 
Progress: The Working Group has examined best 
practice examples of what being a Learning    
Organisation means in local government and 
what processes and practices support it.  This 
Group will now amalgamate with the                
Performance Culture Group to ensure that              
learning links to, and supports, performance  
improvement. 
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